
Life Factors: A Temperament and Character Mash-up

Significator

In psychology, the temperament of an individual is viewed as an innate or biological quality: it reveals the core 

identity we are born with. Character, on the other hand, speaks of environmental conditioning. This is an ideal 

spread to assess impending “first encounters” with people who are totally unknown to the querent. Read similarly-

colored pairs as a blend of temperament and character traits, and the “quint” of each series as their ultimate 

expression. Choose a card (typically a court card) as “Significator” to represent the subject of the reading.
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The four-card “Temperament” series 

describes the inherent nature of an 

individual, evident from infancy. The 

“Character” series describes the 

learned behavior an individual exhibits

after exposure to external stimuli. The 

first string examines the subject's 

inborn nature as single traits and also 

as a composite shown by a calculated 

trump card (the “quintessence”). The 

second analysis focuses on attributes 

that derive from interaction with one's 

surroundings, again rolled up into a 

single trump-card expression.
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Read the four-card sets as a 

string of behavioral 

“snapshots,” the two sub-

quints as broadly descriptive 

of ingrained attitudes and the 

three trumps as a “thumbnail' 

profile of the individual's 

higher nature.

Calculate the two sub-quints by adding the values of the four cards in their 

series and reducing numerologically until a total below 22 is achieved, 

representing the trump card of that number. Court cards can be treated as 11 

through 14, and reversed card values can be subtracted to yield zero, the Fool 

(which can't be reached unless renumbered) and also to produce a reversed 

quint. The Grand Quint is derived by adding the sub-quint numbers together 

and reducing; it blends both streams into a compound assessment of 

individuality. 

Grand Quint


